Comparison of tumor size assessments in tumor growth inhibition-overall survival models with second-line colorectal cancer data from the VELOUR study.
To compare lesion-level and volumetric measures of tumor burden with sum of the longest dimensions (SLD) of target lesions on overall survival (OS) predictions using time-to-growth (TTG) as predictor. Tumor burden and OS data from a phase 3 randomized study of second-line FOLFIRI ± aflibercept in metastatic colorectal cancer were available for 918 patients out of 1216 treated (75%). A TGI model that estimates TTG was fit to the longitudinal tumor size data (nonlinear mixed effect modeling) to estimate TTG with: SLD, sum of the measured lesion volumes (SV), individual lesion diameters (ILD), or individual lesion volumes (ILV). A parametric OS model was built with TTG estimates and assessed for prediction of the hazard ratio (HR) for survival. Individual lesions had consistent dynamics within individuals. Between-lesion variability in rate constants was lower (typically < 27% CV) than inter-patient variability (typically > 50% CV). Estimates of TTG were consistent (around 12 weeks) across tumor size assessments. TTG was highly significant in a log-logistic parametric model of OS (median over 12 months). When individual lesions were considered, TTG of the fastest progressing lesions best predicted OS. TTG obtained from the lesion-level analyses were slightly better predictors of OS than estimates from the sums, with ILV marginally better than ILD. All models predicted VELOUR HR equally well and all predicted study success. This analysis revealed consistent TGI profiles across all tumor size assessments considered. TTG predicted VELOUR HR when based on any of the tumor size measures.